Elections Board Meeting Minutes
Thursday, March 26th at 7:30pm
ZOOM

Election board members
Commissioner Tatiana Arevalo
Deputy Commissioner Teyona Byers
Geyris Batista
Katerina Geisler
Rachel Rodrigues
Bryan wolfson
Paul Wright
Roll call
Tatiana Arevalo: present
Teyona Byers: absent
Geyris Batista: present
Katerina Geisler: present
Rachel Rodrigues: absent
Bryan Wolfson: present
Paul Wright: present

Elections are April 7th and 8th

As well as we will be having meetings with each candidate to ensure everyone understands rules and what they can and cannot do during campaigning for the week.

No physical campaigning is allowed during the duration on the campaign week

You can dm flyers

Allowing zoom meetings to visit chapters and clubs

Candidates allowed to send out links on elections day but not allowed to explain that they are -they can send a pre approved flyer

30 second videos will be allowed by the candidates

Talk about two bill getting put in place during elections

Monday campaigning begins

Rules will be followed by when we started quarantine till now

Final reports due April 8th

Voting
Tatiana Arevalo: yay
Teyona Byers: absent
Geyris Batista: yay
Katerina Geisler: yay
Rachel Rodrigues: absent
Bryan Wolfson: yay
Paul Wright: yay

Meeting ended at 8pm